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Your business depends on management tools, resources
and techniques that will keep it consistently ahead of your
competition.  We at Accolade
Technologies know that. Our
company was founded by a
veteran computer programmer
who was also a multiple
restaurant owner.  Facing the
same problems as everyone in
our industry experiences, he
was frustrated by the lack of
effective management, mar-
keting and cost control soft-
ware solutions which specifi-
cally target our concerns. He
decided to form an elite team
of restaurant owners, consult-
ants and systems analysts to
tackle the problem.  The
result, after several years of
design, development, testing
and real time use is
AccoladePOSTM

.            

Simply put, you want
your point of sale system to
be powerfully capable, yet
simple, friendly, easy to use,
and just as important, reliable.
A helping hand that thinks like you do especially when
you’re not there to manage your business.  The
AccoladePOSTM families of products do just that. They
seamlessly combine front of the house activities such as
order entry, table service control and delivery with back of
the house functions like real time inventory, purchasing,
food preparation and employee controls. Nothing is left to
chance or estimation.  Every action causes a predictable
reaction. Using tightly integrated event driven modules,
every condition is accounted, every variable is controlled.
And when we say ‘Real Time’ we mean just that. There is
no need to wait until the end of the day to view sales, prof-
its, food costs, labor costs, driver/labor efficiency and inven-
tory balances. AccoladePOSTM allows real time tracking and
reporting that delivers vital business information to you
when you need it. 

AccoladePOSTM is scalable. That means it will grow
with you, never becoming obsolete or inadequate. We    

designed that functionality
into the software from the
start. Simply select how you
want to operate from the
many configuration choices,
and go. From a simple order-
ing and cashier station config-
uration to a fully capable
delivery system with multiple
video make lines, inventory,
purchasing, employee hour
keeping, and superb reporting
and marketing, you use the
same software, without addi-
tional charge.  You will espe-
cially appreciate our advanced
features, included in every
system.  With built-in Caller
ID, marketing, coupon
builder and control, you easi-
ly stay in contact with your
customer for repeat business
generation. Advanced report-
ing means you get an inside
out view of your business
operation with nothing left to
chance. 

If your restaurant emphasizes a table service environ-
ment, you’ll like our AccoladePOSTM Table Service. This
version of our software is packed with the same outstanding
features as AccoladePOSTM Pizza Enterprise and adds a
whole new dimension of flexibility to our family of prod-
ucts.  Tables and seating are graphically represented on the
server screen.  With a simple touch the server gains access
to the ordering information. Remembering table numbers,
searching for table checks and lost orders are completely
eliminated for a smooth efficient server and customer rela-
tionship.  With advanced features such ticket spitting, open
ticket reordering, pivot seating, and server table exchange
and gratuity functions this version of AccoladePOSTM could
be just the answer for your establishment. 

Pizza Enterprise

Pizza Lite

Table Service

Multi-workstation
system designed
specifically for the 
Pizza industry.

Affordable single
station stand alone
system improves
your pizza business
efficiency.

Combines intuitive
server entry,
inventory and labor
control system, plus
superb reporting.
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Ordering Consistency
When it comes to order entry, there is no substitute for speed

and accuracy. Our ergonomic layout provides fast response, with
minimal key strokes. Caller ID, Customer name and phone num-
ber are all displayed on the main screen. With features designed
for the Pizza industry, pop-up panel’s automatically prompt for
topping selections and positions. Using "real words" not codes
to describe toppings, increases employee efficiency and elimi-
nates mistakes. You can even change pizza sizes without re-
entering the toppings.

Kitchen Make Line
At the heart of the kitchen process is our powerful Video

Make Line system. AccoladePOSTM powers up to six make line
stations with multiple kitchen printers and item designated rout-
ing. Send pizza orders to your pizza make line, cold sandwiches
to the deli table and salad orders to the salad station.
Continuous monitoring of vital statistics such as load times and
item counts increases daily production efficiencies. Features
include visual notification of order modification, color coded
order types and completed order status.

Assign and Deliver
Every operation’s ultimate goal is the timely and efficient

delivery of a quality product. With our comprehensive delivery
tracking system, orders are conveniently displayed and assigned
to drivers.  Assignments may be made based on next driver
available, delivery zones, or specified assignment. Performance
is tracked in real-time, based on time and delivery efficiency. A
complete cashiering system accompanies this module, providing
customer check tracking, coupon tracking and driver advances or
deposits. With four driver remuneration options you can choose
mileage, per item, flat rate, or a percentage of order amounts.

Back Office
Simple or Complex, it is up to you. Our AccoladePOSTM fami-

ly of Point of Sale systems provide flexible configuration. With a
tightly integrated application you have easy access with up to
the minute inventory control, purchasing, product control and
accounting functions. You’ll find programming your menu is just
as easy. A simple interface allows you to make changes and
instantly verify the new menu operation. We offer support for
multiple tax methods, discount options and programmable dis-
count tables, multiple revenue center reporting, and a coupon
builder; just some of the outstanding built in features.

Video Integration
Our IP Digital Video Module protects your bottom line. Tightly

integrated to point of sale, you can track dozens of events from
cashiering to employee time clock functions. Replay events at the
touch of a button. Search a cashiering event, request the video
and view a clear, crisp replay of the transaction. By displaying the
customer ticket for comparative side by side viewing of the oper-
ation, accuracy of events can be verified. By tracking employee
clock-in or out you can eliminate buddy clock-in and payroll fraud.
Question about a coupon; record each transaction and provide a
visual record of the exchange. Keep an eye on your business with
internet access to your store and view live operations from home.
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In the frantic environment of the successful pizzeria, matching
speed with accuracy is the key to success. As successful owners and operators
you rely on the tools you implement to increase your businesses productivi-
ty.  At Accolade Technologies, we’re building solutions that put intelli-
gence into your business with measurable results. Our Point-of-Sale solu-
tion was designed by a team of owners and operators that understand the
business. We deliver world-class solutions that will increase your business
efficiency with bottom line results.

Here's what our customers say...

"I can’t believe the AccoladePOS system works so well, it has
lightning fast speed and the easy to use order interface has really
increased our bottom line profit." Chubby’s Pizza 

"After 6 years in the business, we found our POS system was
falling short of the mark and found so many other systems just did-
n’t fit our business. Now after using Accolade’s POS Pizza Lite, all
of our needs are met and then some. I can’t imagine how we ran the
business before implementing the AccoladePOS system." 

Five Burroughs Pizza

“The AccoladePOS system had everything we needed to improve our busi-
ness operations. To build a personal touch with our customers, we love it’s
built in customer tracking and marketing feature. With real-time order history
we can track specific sales and know what they ordered last time. Using four
stations we’ve really maximized what we can get out of our POS system.” 

Big Todd’s Pizza

“We have four pizzerias in four different towns and we can’t be everywhere to monitor each one. AccoladePOS allows us to
review sales, inventory, production and security on a daily basis without leaving our central office. AccoladePOS has tightened our
ship and made us more relaxed by keeping us closer to daily activities.” The Big Slice Pizzeria

We pride ourselves in TOTAL customer satisfaction with World Class Service and Support. Your future needs are always
our concern. Our relationships with leading providers of complimentary products enable us to deliver comprehensive solutions
that meet your business goals. Our staff of experienced business consultant’s can design a system specifically for you. Take the
first step to find the peace of mind that using AccoladePOSTM

can provide.

Pizza Enterprise
Multi-workstation
system designed
specifically for the 
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Pizza Lite
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Table Service
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superb reporting.
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